Unitarian Universalist Funding Program

Fund for International Unitarian Universalism
Grants Made Spring 2018
Assemblee’ des Chre’tiens Unitariens du Burundi
Bujumbura , Burundi

$6,582

VOMERA UBUNTU - Growth and Resilience
To develop a model of church growth and resilience in four steps - “Connect - Belong - Go Bold - Serve
The World” - to revitalize the community and mission of a small group in a very strong roman catholic,
politically unstable country.
Cape Town Unitarians
Cape Town, South Africa

$2,500
$2,500

Celebrating the Last 150 Years of Unitarian Church in South Africa
To improve social media and include the story of how Unitarians came to South Africa, to increase
involvement and collaboration with the Interfaith Council, to open the church building to wider community
use and to create podcasts and radio broadcasts - all to give a more visible presence iof Unitarian
Universalism in South Africa.
David Ferenc Unitarian Youth Association
Kolosvar/Cluj-Napoca, jud. Cluj Romania

$7,000
$5,000

Building the Bridge, Celebrating #450, Learning & Finding the Paths of Creative Innovation
To strengthen the ties of youth to the Unitarian faith in Transylvania and to provide appropriate social
opportunities to develop their abilities so they can truly and deeply live their faith. Activities include the
Common Paths trip, organizing more youth centered sermons and the debut of the Universal Arts Festival.
International Women’s Convocation
Monterey, CA

$2,000
$2,000

Expanding Violence Prevention Initiatives in Khasi Unitarian Communities
To expand a violence prevention program in Khasi Unitarian communities: to increase awareness, reduce
risk factors, initiate community-coordinated responses, and lay the groundwork for an OWL program
initiative as part of a long-term prevention strategy.
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Ministerio Latinx
Cali, Colombia

$3,250

Latinx Encounter in Colombia
To host a conference in Colombia for Spanish-speaking UUs from Latin America, Spain and the U.S. This
Encuentro will provide opportunities for building personal and organizational ties and leadership training for
the purpose of promoting UUism among UU Spanish-speakers.
Providence Charity Organization
Kolosvar/Cluj-Napoca, jud. Cluj Romania

$8,000
$2,000

Social Programs of the Providence Charity Organization
To fulfill the vocation of the Unitarian Church by providing support to people in need. The program will
help people with disabilities, provide home care and social activities for the elderly, and aid persons living in
poverty. To celebrate the 11th year anniversary and enhance the visibility of the program they will create
materials in Hungarian and English for social media.
Religious Society of Czech Unitarians
Prague, Czech Republic

$5,500

The Unitarian Academy
To further develop the Unitarian Academy to spread the tradition of UU movements, reinforce spiritual
values in society, and to educate the general public and Unitarians. The purpose of the Unitarian Academy
is to offer a complex and systematic education in UU theology both in the Czech and English language.
Unitarian Congregation of Saskatoon
Saskatoon, SK Canada

$10,000
$5,000

Communauté Sans Frontières Project - Francophone Ministry Saskatoon & Beyond
To create an online ministry for the Francophone population in North America through services, small
group ministry, adult programming and face-to-face retreats to share UU values. This is the second phase
of the project.
Unitarian Universalists of Basel
Basel Land, Switzerland

$2,000

Developing UUism in Basel and Across Switzerland
To strengthen Unitarian Universalism in Switzerland by developing leadership, worship, membership,
outreach and stewardship within the lay-led UU Fellowship in Basel, and by responding to requests for
multi-linqual services from Swiss natives seeking liberal religion.
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UU Church of the Philippines
Dumaguete City, Negros Oriental Philippines

$13,000

Full Implementation of the New Structure Year 3 (FINS 3)
For the third and final year of a program piloting the Northern District of the UU Church of the
Philippines, supporting the district’s ministry and their projects.
UU Church of the Philippines
Dumaguete City, Negros Oriental Philippines

$15,000

Chapel Constructions, Chapel Lot Purchase & Repairs (C3LPR)
To support two UU chapels, Ulay Bago Chapel and Kabulakan UU Chapel; to support the legal process to
purchase a lot in Ilalan to build a meeting house and to make repairs to Upper Nato UU Church and the
UUCP National Office.
UUA International Office
Boston, MA

$4,000

Scholarships for Reimagining Interfaith Cooperation Event
To provide financial support for Young Adults and people who identify with historically marginalized
communities to attend Reimagining Interfaith Cooperation at George Washington University in the
summer of 2018. Reimagining Faith connects activists across spiritual traditions and boundaries,
strengthens local activism and commits to advancing an interfaith movement.

# of Grants Made: 12
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Grants Made Total:
Challenge Grants Made Total:

$78,832

Grand Total:

$95,332

$16,500

(Amounts in italics are Challenge Grants)

